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A du ted avity ow at moderate Ma h number is investigated numeri ally by ompressible large-eddy simulation based on expli it ltering of the Navier-Stokes equations and a
high-order nite-di eren e algorithm. Experimental observations reveal that for some parti ular Ma h number values of the free stream, a oupling o urs between the avity ow
and the pressure os illations in the du t. The present omputations retrieve most of the
physi al phenomena. The lo k-in frequen ies are well predi ted but the amplitude of the
os illations exhibits some dis repan ies. Computations on oarse and ne grids show that
the hierar hy of the avity modes is better aptured on a ner grid.

I. Introdu tion

Du ted avities are well-known on gurations of pipe systems with ow ontrol devi es or valves, and
also in organ pipes or utes for instan e. They generate dis rete tones whi h an be ampli ed by the natural
modes of the pipe stru ture. Like lassi al open avities, du ted avities underly a feedba k me hanism that
an be des ribed as follows: Vorti al stru tures develop in the shear layer above the avity and are onve ted
downstream. The impa t of the eddies on the downstream orner lead to pressure perturbations that trigger
further instabilities at the upstream avity orner giving a phase lo king of the whole system, known as the
Rossiter modes.1 Additionally in the du ted ase, a ousti modes of the du t an also be ex ited. In the
past many experimental and numeri al investigations about open avities were done, espe ially for predi ting
resonan e frequen ies and pressure levels.2,3
The on guration onsidered here has been studied in the ontext of an industrial appli ation. It has
been already studied in 2-D by using a se ond-order TVD-Euler ode.4,5 Rossiter frequen ies were re overed,
but turbulent aspe ts ould not be onsidered due to the invis id 2-D feature of the simulations. As in the
present work omputations are fully 3-D and are performed using high order methods for solving NavierStokes equations, it is expe ted that more ow details will be retrieved.
The omputational algorithm involving low-dissipative and low-dispersive numeri al methods is presented
in the rst se tion. In the se ond se tion, the studied on guration is presented with emphasis on experimental results and physi al me hanisms. In the third se tion, the simulation parameters are detailed for a
oarse grid and for a ne grid. Then in the last se tion, the results are analysed.
II. Numeri al algorithm

The set of equations are the ompressible 3-D Navier-Stokes equations, written in onservative form
after appli ation of a general time-invariant urvilinear oordinate transformation from physi al spa e to
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omputational spa e (x; y; z) ! (; ;  ). This yields
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where J is the Ja obianT of the geometri transformation. The unknown ve tor in the above equation writes
= (; u; v; w; et) , where  designates the density, u; v; w the Cartesian velo ity omponents and et
the total energy. The latter is al ulated for a perfe t gas su h as et = p=( 1) + (u2 + v2 + w2 ) with
the pressure p. The ux ve tors , , ontain the invis id and the vis ous terms. Their expressions as
well as the metri identities for the grid transformation an be found in the literature.6,7
For interior points of the omputational domain, the uxes and the velo ity derivatives for the vis ous
terms are dis retized by the entered 11-point nite di eren e s heme developed by Bogey & Bailly.8 This
s heme has been optimized in wave number spa e and is able to resolve a urately perturbations with only
four points per wavelength. An expli it fourth-order low-storage Runge-Kutta s heme advan es the solution
in time. The CFL number is 0:9 and the time step t is updated every iteration during the transient phase.
An appropriate optimized expli it 11-point low pass lter remove grid-to-grid os illations, not resolved by
entered nite di eren e s hemes.8 At the same time the lter removes properly the non-resolved turbulent
stru tures and a ts like a subgrid s ale model. This method has been su essfully applied in the literature.9,10
The ltering oeÆ ient is hosen to be 0:2 inside the omputational domain.
The implemented nite di eren e s hemes are limited to stru tured grids. In order to treat more omplex
geometries, a high-order overset ability has been adapted and implemented in the ode. In this approa h the
omputational domain is subdivided into overlapping stru tured grid omponents. The governing equations
are solved on ea h omponent grid separately and domain onne tivity is obtained through the use of interpolation. Also known as the Chimera grid method, this approa h has been proposed rst for aerodynami s11
and extended later for aeroa ousti simulations.12 For grid generation ogen, the grid assembler module of
the freely available library Overture 13 developed at the Lawren e Livermore National Laboratory, has been
interfa ed with the ode. For ommuni ation between grid boundaries that do not oin ide, high-order interpolation is used. Lagrangian polynomials has been found to be best suited in terms of pre ision, exe ution
time and implementation aspe ts for the high-order overset grid approa h.14 Various tests have shown that
at least eight-order polynomials have to be used in order to make the error of the interpolation negligible
when using the 11-points di eren e s heme. For load balan ing purpose, ea h omponent grid an be subdivided evenly N times in ea h dire tion and an be omputed by Npro s = N;pro s  N;pro s  N;pro s. The
standard Message Passing Interfa e (MPI) library routines have been used for ode parallelization.
All the aforementioned hara teristi s have been implemented in a numeri al solver of the Navier-Stokes
equations, alled SAFARI (Simulation of Aeroa ousti Flows And Resonan e and Intera tion). Details an
be found in a ompanion paper.15
Q

E F G

III. Experimental observations

Du ted avities have rst been studied for an industrial appli ation: a pure tone phenomenon was
observed on the power steam line of a nu lear power station.4 A avity lo ated in a gate valve was identi ed
as the sour e. This avity has two hara teristi s that are di erent from the lassi al avities often onsidered
in the literature: it is pla ed in a du t and it is partially overed.
It is well known that a ow past a avity gives rise to noise radiation. A omplex feed ba k pro ess between
the upstream and downstream orners produ es oherent os illations in the shear layer developing above the
avity.16{18 For avities in open spa e, the os illations remain weak at low Ma h numbers. Therefore most
published papers are on erned by Ma h number range in the high subsoni domain. For du ted avities,
the possible oupling between avity os illations modes and du t a ousti modes an lead to high amplitude
os illations at even low speeds.
The real geometry of the valve is quite omplex and a simpli ed plane geometry was retained in order to
study the omplex physi al phenomena. This geometry is displayed in Figure 1. The experimental results
obtained in the previous studies4,19 are now used as validation data for the apability of numeri al tools to
apture the ow a ousti phenomenon in su h on guration.
Details about the experiments are given in previous papers.4,19 The main outlines are re alled here.
The hara teristi dimensions of the experimental model are : d = 0:05 m, h = 0:02 m, H = 0:137 m,
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Figure 1. Du ted avity: sket h of the geometry and notations h = 0:02 m, d = 0:05 m,
W = 0:16 m. The aspe t ratio of the avity is L=D = 2:5. U0 is the free stream velo ity.

H

= 0:137 m, L = 0:073 m and

= 0:073 m. The span of the test se tion has a value of 0:16 m. The measurements were made using a
mi rophone lo ated at the bottom enter of the avity. The measured spe tra exhibit peaks that an be
asso iated to avity modes. Plots of frequen y and pressure level of these peaks as fun tions of the nominal
Ma h number M0 = U0= 0 are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The modes 2 and 3 of avity are given by
Rossiter's formula:1
fd
= M n+R U =U ;
StR =
U0
0
0
where  = 0:25, U0=U = 0:57, and nR is the mode number. The transverse mode of the du t are given by
L

Std

= fd Ud0 = 2ndH Ud0 ;

where nd is the du t mode number. In Figure 2, the frequen y of the os illation lo k-in the frequen y of
the pipe mode when Rossiter's mode approa hes the du t mode. When lo k-in o urs, the pressure level is
maximum. At M = 0:13, the avity mode 3 lo ks with the rst transverse du t mode and at M = 0:18, the
avity mode 2 lo ks with the rst transverse du t mode. At M = 0:23, the avity mode 3 lo ks with the
se ond transverse du t mode.
IV. Simulation parameters
IV.A.

Coarse grid

The entire grid generated by ogen is displayed in Figure 4. It onsists of seven omponent grids. As the grid
points of the ommuni ation interfa es oin ide, no interpolation has to be used. The grid spa ing is kept
onstant in the avity (x = 4  10 4 m and y = 2  10 4 m) and in the boundary layer (y = 2  10 4 m).
In the du t, the grid is stret hed in the y-dire tion near the upper wall with 3:0%. Upstream and downstream
of the avity the grid is stret hed in the x dire tion with 1:0%.
Nx

Ny

Nz

Du t 542 149 31
Ne k 126 39 31
Cavity 180 61 31

Npro s

39
3
5

Table 1. Grid parameters for then oarse grid. The ase has been omputed by
number of grid points is 6  106 .
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Figure 2. Frequen y of dominant pressure spe tra peaks (4, Æ) measured inside the avity ompared to theoreti al
ones as a fun tion of the Ma h number U0 = 0 : || theoreti al Rossiter mode for nR = 1; 2; 3; 4; || a ousti transverse
du t modes nD = 1; 2 based on du t height H ; - - - - a ousti transverse du t modes nD = 2 based on du t height and
avity height H + h.
IV.B.

Fine grid

The ne grid generated by ogen is displayed in Figure 5. Only the omponent grids are shown. For the
omponent grids lose to the lower boundaries, the points at ommuni ation interfa es oin ide as for the
oarse grid. But the two du t grids (the intermediate one and the main one) are true overlapping grids
for whi h the overset strategy implemented in SAFARI ode is required. Figure 6 displays a view of the
overlapping zone between the two du t grids. The ne grid onsists of eleven omponent grids. The grid
spa ing is kept onstant in the avity (x = 1:4  10 4 m and y = 1  10 4 m) and in the boundary layer
(y = 1  10 4 m). In the du t, there is no grid stret hing in the y-dire tion. Upstream and downstream
of the avity the grid is stret hed in the x dire tion with 1:0%.
Du t
Intermediate
Boundary layer
Ne k
Cavity

Nx

Ny

453
1583
2025
358
521

94
86
173
79
120

Nz

61
61
61
61
61

Npro s

14
36
126
8
22

Table 2. Grid parameters for the ne grid. The ase has been omputed by Npro
of grid points is 38  106 .

IV.C.

Boundary

s

= 206 pro essors. The total number

onditions

One of the ru ial points in avity simulations is the boundary layer upstream the avity, whose shape
ontrols the vortex shedding and the onve tion of the eddies in the shear layer. The boundary layer pro le
that was measured experimentally is tted in a 1=n pro le su h as:
ub (y )  y  n1
=
;
U0

Æ

where Æ = 8:8 mm and n = 8:5. A fri tion velo ity uf = 2:65 m=s has been estimated yielding a y+ = 23
for the oarse grid.
This measured pro le is imposed as initial ondition. During the simulation the pro le is re alled along
the inlet boundary ondition through the weak expression:
un+1 = un+1 r (un+1 ub (y ));
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Figure 3. Sound pressure levels of main pressure spe tra peaks (4, Æ) measured inside the avity as a fun tion of the
Ma h number .
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Figure 4. Coarse grid generated by ogen. Every tenth line is represented.

where r = 0:005 has to be kept small in order to avoid numeri al re e tions.
When the rst omputations were made, the experimental pro le was imposed at the inlet as the boundary
ondition. It turned out that this pro le was not stable and so was rather modi ed ompared to the measured
one. The boundary layer is under-resolved and annot be a urately aptured using a oarse grid. Further
investigations should be arried out with a ner grid for the upstream boundary layer. But as the main
goal of this work is to study the turbulent ow at the avity and the a ousti oupling with the du t,
the experimental pro le has been imposed at the in ow boundary. At ea h time step, this mean ow is
substra ted from the omputed instantaneous ow eld in order to obtained the u tuations. And only
these u tuations are ltered by the numeri al algorithm. This te hnique avoid ex essive ltering of the
in ow velo ity pro le and he initial mean ow eld is preserved during the simulation run.
As the ow is in the low subsoni domain, the density and the pressure are taken onstant over the whole
height of the in ow and out ow (pin = pout = 105 N=m2; in = out = 1:2 kg=m3). Like for the velo ity
pro le, the density and the pressure are imposed in a weak manner in order to avoid numeri al drift. An
sponge zone ombining grid stret hing and a Lapla ian lter at the out ow are used to avoid re e tions.
V. Results on the oarse grid

Cal ulations have been arried out on the oarse grid for several nominal Ma h numbers : 0.13, 0.16,
0.18, 0.20, 0.21, 0.23, 0.25. The numeri al spe tra obtained from signals re orded at the bottom enter of the
avity, as for the experiments, give the frequen y and the amplitude of the peaks asso iated to the se ond
and third avity Rossiter's modes.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the omputed and measured frequen ies of the two modes. The frequen ies
are well retrieved. The lo k-in phenomenon an be observed when the frequen ies of avity modes stops
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Figure 5. Fine grid generated by ogen. Only the omponent grids are shown.

Figure 6. View of an overlapping zone for the ne grid.

their natural evolution and remain lo ked to the du t mode: at M = 0:13, lo k-in between modes 3.RM and
1.DM, at M = 0:18=0:20, lo k-in between modes 2.RM and 1.DM and at M = 0:23=0:25, lo k-in between
modes 3.RM and 2.DM o urs. In the latter ase, it is observed that the lo k-in phenomenon o urs rather
with the 2.DM mode based on the sum of the du t and avity height. This is onsistent with experimental
results.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the omputed and measured amplitudes of the avity modes. The
omparison is qualitatively good. But the mode 2.RM remains too high after lo k-in having o ured at
M = 0:18=0:20. The amplitude of 3.RM is too high for low Ma h numbers and too low for high Ma h
numbers. As a onsequen e, the rossing of the amplitude urves of modes 2.RM and 3.RM at M = 0:2 is
not reprodu ed.
Figures 9, 10, 11 show snapshots of the instantaneous pressure eld in the du t and vorti ity eld in the
avity. Figure 10 shows that at M = 0:18, when the mode 2.RM dominates the spe trum, two eddies appear
very distin tly in the shear layer. In Figures 9 and 11, the on lusion is less obvious, be ause for these two
Ma h numbers, the 2. and the 3. Rossiter modes are loser. It seems however that the 3.RM appears with
three eddies in the shear layer.
These results show that is possible to reprodu e the oupling lo k-in phenomenon between the avity
modes and the du t modes with the present numeri al algorithm. Qualitative dis repan ies, in parti ular
the absen e of a dominant 3.RM avity mode for ma h numbers higher than 0:2, need to be lari ed. That
is why omputations on a ne grid have been arried out.
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Figure 7. Computed frequen ies (mode 2, N, mode 3, ) of the avity modes ompared to experimental ones (mode 2,
4, mode 3, Æ) and to Rossiter's and du t mode frequen ies (RM = Rossiter's mode, DM = du t modes). The modi ed
2.DM mode is al ulated with the sum of the du t and the avity heights .
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Figure 8. Computed power levels (mode 2, N, mode 3, ) of the avity modes ompared to experimental ones (mode
2, 4, mode 3, Æ).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Computed instantaneous results for M=0.13 (a) pressure u tuations (<100 Pa) in the du t, (b) spanwise
averaged vorti ity modulus in the avity

(a)

(b)
Figure 10. Computed instantaneous results for M=0.18 (a) pressure u tuations (<100 Pa) in the du t, (b) spanwise
averaged vorti ity modulus in the avity

(a)

(b)
Figure 11. Computed instantaneous results for M=0.23 (a) pressure u tuations (<100 Pa) in the du t, (b) spanwise
averaged vorti ity modulus in the avity
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VI. Results on the ne grid

Figures 12 and 13 displays omparison of the spe tra obtained on the oarse grid and on the ne grid
for the two Ma h numbers of 0:18 and 0:23. For M = 0:18, Figure 12 shows that omputations on the two
grids give very lose results. The lo k-in between the se ond Rossiter mode and the rst transverse du t
mode at f = 1200 Hz is learly observed. The third Rossiter (f = 1800 Hz) and the se ond harmoni s at
(f = 2400 Hz) are present but very weak.
For M = 0:23, noti eable di eren es between omputations on the two grids are observed in Figure 13.
The se ond Rossiter mode is still higher than the third one but the gap is redu ed. It appears also that as
the se ond Rossiter mode de reases (f = 1400 Hz), the rst tranverse mode (f = 1200 Hz) peak in reases.
It seems that a transfer from a situation where the lo k-in between the 2.RM and 1.DM was still dominating
to a situation where the lo k-in beetween 3.RM and 2.DM is be oming more powerful, is o urring.
But not only the grid has hanged. In se tion IV.C, when presenting the boundary onditions treatment,
it is emphasized that the boundary layer upstream the avity is omputed in su h a way that the mean
experimental pro le is used for obtaining the u tuations. So, the mean experimental pro le is imposed
upstream the avity. That is the ase for the oarse grid omputations. But this approa h seemed too rude
and ould blo k the evolution of the shear layer and the avity modes. So, for the ne grid omputations, the
omponent grid just upstream the avity (see Figure 5) is treated without imposing the mean experimental
pro le. Then, just upstream the avity, the ow is free to adapt with respe t to downstream perturbations.
It appears now that it is diÆ ult to on lude whether it is the ner grid or the boundary layer treatment
that explains result improvement.
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Figure 12. Computed spe tra at M
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VII. Con lusion

The problem of ow/a ousti oupling in du ted avity on gurations has been studied using high order
numeri al methods for solving Navier-Stokes equations.
A rst set of results have been obtained on a oarse grid. It is shown that lo k-in frequen ies are well
predi ted but the amplitude of the os illation exhibits some dis repan ies. In parti ular, for Ma h numbers
higher than 0:2, the se ond avity mode remains too high and the third avity mode too low.
A se ond set of results have been obtained on a ner grid. The hierar hy of modes for Ma h numbers
higher than 0:2 is improved. New investigations are needed in order to determine if this improvement is due
to the ner grid or to the modi ation of the boundary layer treatment upstream the avity.
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